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Abstract: Because English and Arabic are not from the same linguistic family, they display huge grammatical
differences. Indeed, some elements in English grammar are not even found in Arabic. Therefore, Arab students
face difficulties understanding these elements, particularly the usage and function of the verbs be, do, and have
and applying the present perfect tense correctly. This paper aims to help Arab young learners overcome these
difficulties by designing a new method to facilitate and accelerate learning English grammar. This method
depends on teaching each verb as a main part of a unit rather than as a small part of a grammar rule that is
covered at the end of a unit, which may not serve the unit's topic. In this way, students can learn the conjugation
of the verb as well as how to form questions, make negatives, and, most importantly, apply it properly in real
life. Further, the present perfect tense is connected with the present, present progressive, and present perfect
progressive in one unit or one chapter in order for learners to better imagine the sequence of time.
Keywords: Arab learners, English grammar, Foreign language, Language acquisition, Language and culture.

I. Introduction
It is clear from various research that native language has a positive or negative effect on learning a
target language, especially at the beginning stages of acquiring the latter [12]. Learning a new language seems to
rely on the grammar of the native language to some extent [12]. Individuals tend to transfer the forms and
meanings and the distribution of forms and meanings of their native language and culture to the foreign
language and culture [15]. Arab EFL learners commit inter-lingual errors more than intra-lingual ones [3].
Moreover, the principal barrier to the second language system is the interference of the first language system
with the second language system. It is considered that interference is the result of CA and it causes errors [6]. In
addition, interference (negative transfer) is the negative influence of the mother language (L1) on the
performance of the target English language learner [15].
This effect depends mainly on the similarities between languages, such as those between English and
French or Arabic and Persian. However, because some languages show major differences, such as English and
Korean or English and Arabic, English should not be taught using a globally accepted sequence of restricted
rules. Instead, teaching approaches should be more flexible and practical depending on the nature of the
learner‟s first language as well as his or her culture and background [10].
Arab learners experience difficulties when trying to understand and comprehend the correct function
and usage of the verbs be, have, and do, since there are no counterparts in Arabic [8]. As these verbs greatly
influence English grammar, they are a challenge for most Arab learners. Further, the present perfect tense is
completely new for Arab learners and this can become troublesome since they have no equivalent in Arabic [14].
Therefore, this paper suggests a novel approach to teaching the perfect tense and the verbs be, do, and
have that is completely different from the traditional method. It is hoped that this method will be able to help
young Arab learners understand and diagnose the perfect tense and copular verbs.
1.1. Methodology
1.1.1. Problem of the Study
The present paper discusses the difficulties that young Arab learners face when learning the perfect
tense and when diagnosing the functions and usage of the verbs be, have, and do.
1.1.2. Objectives of the Study

Facilitate and accelerate teaching English grammar to young Arab learners; and

Develop new techniques and methods for teaching English grammar to young Arab learners.
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1.1.3. Question of the Study

What difficulties are faced by young Arab learners when learning English grammar?

What teaching techniques and methods can overcome these difficulties?
1.1.4. Significance of the Study
Huge numbers of people speak Arabic. This approach will impact a large sub-population of EFL
Arabic students, they are frequent students in EFL programs. Increasing contact between the Arabic-speaking
world and the English-speaking world creating higher demand for English instruction that meets their needs.
Therefore, this approach is to formulate helpful techniques and procedures for young Arab learners to facilitate
learning the perfect tense and copula verbs.

II.

Literature Review

Although teaching grammar is a critical issue, knowing how, when, and what to teach can be
complicated, especially because there is a lack of consensus in the literature. Therefore, the question is not
whether grammar should be taught to students, but rather how it should be taught. Individuals tend to transfer
the forms and meanings and the distribution of these forms and meanings of their native languages to the foreign
language [15]. Researchers such as Mohammed and Abisamra pointed out that Arab English language learners
make serious inter-lingual errors because they depend heavily on their native language [17 & 1].
In many parts of the world, teaching English grammar has changed from a traditional approach (i.e.,
teaching formal grammar rules) to a more communicative approach (i.e., how to use grammar meaningfully in
context) [13]. Communicative drills encourage students to connect form, meaning, and use because many
correct responses are possible.
According to Gardner, grammar can be taught in many ways; there is no „best‟ way that suits all
grammar rules. In a study of the state of foreign language teaching that began in 1923 [13], Franz proved that no
single method could guarantee successful results. Students find grammar most interesting when they apply it to
authentic, clear, and simple texts, study situations and topics that occur in real life and use all the language skills
(listening, speaking, reading, and writing). This paper suggests a way of teaching the verb be that may make
learning easier for young Arab learners. This verb should be presented in a unit that explains its conjugation,
functions, and usage [11].

III.

The Verb Be

The verb be is the first verb students learn in their English studies; it is one of the basic elements of a
sentence that some Arab students have problems conjugating. This is because Arabic sentences, unlike English
ones, can occur without verbs. In addition, there is no equivalent verb in Arabic when the verb to be is used as
the main verb in the present tense in a sentence.
Fortunately, there are a number of ways, such as figures, short stories with pictures, and simple
conversation of teaching the many forms of the verb be. the researcher uses figures to illustrate and simplify the
conjugation and functions of the verb be.
Moreover, games help students easily internalize the function and usage of the verb be through
meaningful play in the language learning classroom. Games keep many student motivation high and help with
natural learning. Following are some points of views from famous figures in this field. Just like songs and
rhymes, games also provide wonderful atmosphere in the children‟s language class. It is widely documented that
English language games improve learning, and with children, they are one of the most effective classroom tools
[4]. Playing a game has a purpose and an outcome. In order to play, students have to say things. Therefore, they
have a reason to communicate and this makes them want to know and learn more. In addition to this, games
stimulate and motivate children to a new level. They know that if they do not pay attention, they will not be able
to play the game well and they will let their team down so they make more effort to join in and learn as much as
possible [22]
It can be said that English language games actually give students a reason to communicate, and a
context for speaking practice [4]. “Enjoyment and fun as part of the learning process are important when
learning new tools since the learner is relaxed and motivated and therefore more willing to learn.” … "The role
that fun plays with regard to intrinsic motivation in education is twofold. First, intrinsic motivation promotes the
desire for recurrence of the experience…Secondly, fun can motivate learners to engage themselves in activities
with which they have little or no previous experience." [5]. So fun in the learning process creates relaxation and
motivation. Relaxation enables learners to take things in more easily; motivation enables them to put forth effort
without resentment. Given this, it certainly makes sense that fun and learning should go hand in hand [18].
Grammar is one reason why English is a difficult language for some learners. Thus, grammar learning should be
fun and meaningful, also making it memorable [16].
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In Fig. 1, the researcher provides an overview of the conjugations of the verb be. The researcher
suggests using the human body because it is easy for learners to internalize. The head always means the main
part of the body, which corresponds with the verb be. Hands are the part of the body that are used most in daily
life, so these represent the present and past tense. The deflated balloons in the right hand of the figure represent
the past tense, whereas those in the left hand stand for the present tense. Moreover, each balloon in the left hand
matches with the correct conjugation in the balloons in the right hand by using the same color to avoid
confusion. Legs, which are used less than hands, are represented by been and being, which are used less in daily
life (i.e., more complicated sentences) .

Figure 1. Be's family.
The inspiration for this idea came from methods common in geography and science classes. In a
geography lesson, the teacher shows students a map of a target country and then explains and identifies, step-bystep and perhaps over more than one lesson, the states of the country, its borders, its most important cities, and
its topography. Moreover, when the teacher wants to give more details about, for example, topography, he or
she uses a different map to help students focus on the new information. The same thing happens in a basic
science class: the teacher shows students the skeleton of a human body to explain its main parts. Therefore, this
can be applied to identifying the whole family of the verb be in one simple figure. Moreover, using such an
illustration clarifies the whole picture of the verb‟s family to students and makes it easy to imagine. This is
similar to a jigsaw: if the whole picture is clear in a student‟s mind, then it is easy for him or her to put the right
pieces in the right places.
Fig. 2 is designed to simplify and clarify the functions of the verb be. The figure shows that it functions
either as a full verb or as an auxiliary verb in a sentence.
Verb Be
functions as

Full verb

Auxiliary verb

Not followed by another verb

Followed by another verb

She is a beautiful girl.

He is playing football
now.

Figure 2. Functions of the verb be.
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Tables 1 and 2 specify the function of the verb be when it is associated with a specific pronoun or a specific
tense.
Table . Illustration of be as a full verb
Forms of the verb be when it functions as a full verb
Present
Past
Future
I
I am a teacher.
I was a student.
I will be a teacher.
she/he/it
She is beautiful.
She was ugly.
She will be a doctor.
we/they/you
They are doctors.
They were students.
We will be doctors.
Table 2. Illustration of be as an auxiliary verb
Forms of the Forms of the verb be when it functions as an auxiliary verb
Present progressive
Past progressive
Perfect form
I
I am reading a book.
I was reading a book.
I have been working.
he/she/it
He is playing football.
He was playing
He has/had been playing
football.
football.
you/we/they
They are watching TV.
They were watching
They have/had been studying.
TV.
Figs. 3-1, 2, and 3 explain the usage of each pronoun as an individual grammatical entity when it is
associated with the verb be. This helps students internalize and deal with each pronoun separately when it is in a
different tense.
I

am

was

will be

present

past

future

I was a
student.

I am a student.

I will be a
teacher.

Figure 3-1. Pronoun–verb agreement.
she/he/it

She is a
student.

is

was

will be

present

past

future

She was a
student.

She will be a
teacher.

Figure 3-2. Pronoun–verb agreement.
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you/we/they

You are students.

are

were

will be

present

past

future

You were students.

You will be a
doctor.

Figure 3-3. Pronoun–verb agreement.
IV.

The Verb Do

The verb do is a common verb in English that young Arab learners face difficulty understanding in
terms of its function and usage. The verb do is classified as an action verb that describes what the subject does
or what is done to him or her. Moreover, it can be used as an auxiliary and a main verb. It is necessary for the
grammatical structure of a sentence. Figures and tables to explain and clarify the usage of the verb do.
Verb Do function as

Full verb
Not followed by another verb.

Auxiliary verb
Followed by another verb.

I do my homework in the
evening.

I don't speak English.

Figure 4. Functions of the verb do.

Figure 5. Do's family.
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I

do

did

will do

Present

Past

Future

I do my homework
every day.

I did my homework
yesterday.

Figure 6. Pronoun–verb agreement.

I will do my
homework
tomorrow.

She/ He/ It

Does

Did

Will do

Present

Past

Future

She does her
homework every
day.

He did his
homework last
night.

She will do her
homework next
week.

Figure 7. Pronoun–verb agreement.

You/ They/ We

Do

Did

Will do

Present

Past

Future

We do our
homework every
day.

They did their
homework
yesterday.

You will do your
homework next
week.

Figure 8. Pronoun–verb agreement.
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Table 3. Illustration of do as a full verb
Present
I
I usually do my
homework in the
evening.
she/he/it
She sometimes does her
homework in the
evening.
we/they/you
We normally do our
homework in the
evening.

Past
I did my homework
yesterday evening.

Future
I will do my homework
next week.

He did his homework
yesterday.

She will do her homework
tomorrow.

They did their
homework last Friday.

You will do your
homework next Monday.

Table 4. Illustration of do as an auxiliary verb
Forms of the verb do when it functions as an auxiliary verb
Present
Past
Question
I
I do not play football.
I did not play
Do you play football?
football last night.
Did you play football last night?
he/she/it
He does not play
He did not play
Does he play football?
football.
football last night.
Did he play football last night?
you/we/they

They do not play
football daily.

They did not play
football yesterday.

Do they play football daily?
Did they play football
yesterday?
Moreover, supported games that help students distinguish between the verb do and the verb make.
Many young Arab students confuse using them in the correct sentence because they have the same meaning in
Arabic.

V. The Verb Have
Have is one of the most common verbs in the English language; however, some young Arab students
confuse the function of this verb since it functions in various ways. As a main verb, to have implies possession
(I have a car) or expresses an action (I have a shower every day). Moreover, to have is used as an auxiliary verb
to help other verbs create the perfect tense. The verb have is much easier than be and do for many young
students to grasp.

Verb Have function as

Full verb

Auxiliary verb

Not followed by another verb.

Followed by another verb.

I have money.

I have read a lot of books.

Figure 9. Functions of the verb have.
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Figure 10. Have's family.
I

Have

Had

I will have

Present

Past

Future

I have a dog now.

I will have a new car
next month.

I had a cat last year.

Figure 11. Pronoun–verb agreement
She/ He/It

Has

Had

Had

Present

Past

Future

She has a beautiful
house now.

He had a beautiful
house last year.

She will have a new
house next month.

Figure 12. Pronoun–verb agreement
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You/they/We

Have

Had

Will have

Present

Past

Future

We have two cars
now.

You had a car last
month.

They will have a new
car next year.

Figure 13. Pronoun–verb agreement
Table 5. Illustration of have as a full verb
Forms of the verb have when it functions as a full verb
Present
Past
I
I have a beautiful house.
I had a beautiful house.
she/he/it
She has a modern car.
He had a modern car.
we/they/you
We usually have a lot of
They had a lot of homework last
homework.
week.

Table 6. Illustration of have as an auxiliary verb
Forms of the verb have when it functions as an auxiliary verb
Present perfect
Past perfect
I
I have read this book many I had read this book once.
times.
she/he/it
He has played football for
He had played football for one week.
a long time.
we/they/you
We have had four tests so
After the students had left, the school
far.
closed.
Games that require students to use the verb have in math problems. In these games, students learn that
the English language is flexible and can be used and applied in any situation and for any subject.

VI.

The Perfect Tense

Arab students struggle to understand the perfect tense since it has no counterpart in Arabic[19]. This
tense is usually confused with the simple past. The present perfect describes a past happening that is related in
some way to the present [7]. The differences between the present perfect and past simple are complicated and
difficult to analyze, while the rules given in grammar are not always clear and accurate [20].
The present perfect is a kind of present tense. When we say that something has happened, or has been
happening, we are generally thinking about the present as well as the past. Hence, we can say that this tense is a
mixture of the present and past – it always implies a strong connection with the present [7]. The student who
comes in contact with a foreign language will find some features of it quite easy and others extremely difficult.
Those elements that are similar to his language will be simple for student, and those elements that are different
will be difficult [15]. The first grammatical problem that most of the students of the present study seemed to run
into is that of tense. The difficulty becomes more serious when the students have to deal with complex tenses
like the present perfect [14]. Saudi learners face problems in the learning of almost all aspects of the target
language‟s grammar [2].
Therefore, young Arab students should be taught present, present progressive, present perfect, and
present perfect progressive connected together in one unit or one chapter so learners can better imagine the
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sequence of time in order to overcome this problem. Moreover, the focus should be more on our attitude and the
result of the event.
These pictures illustrate the usage of the four tenses in a simple way. The presented pictures are selfexplanatory, which clarifies the use of grammar for students. Therefore, using pictures simplifies the focus,
which should be on the result of the action rather than on the action itself.

He loves running.

He is running now.

He has just finished running.

He has been running for three
hours.

VII.

Conclusion

Teaching grammar is serious, knowing how, when, and what to teach has been a controversial issue
among scholars in the field. Following are some points of views from famous figures in this field. Grammar
teaching involves any instructional technique that draws learners‟ attention to some specific grammatical form
in such a way that it helps them either to understand it meta-linguistically and/or process it in comprehension
and/or production so that they can internalize it [9]. As VanPatten, Williams, and Rott emphasize, establishing
connections between form and meaning is a fundamental aspect of language acquisition [21]. N. Ellis has
suggested that learning necessarily commences with an explicit representation of linguistic forms, which are
then developed through implicit learning. He suggests that teaching grammar early is valuable because it
provides a basis for the real learning that follows [9].
Native language clearly affects learning the target language, especially at the beginning stages of
acquiring it, while students rely on the grammar of their native languages to overcome any difficulties. However,
this method does not always work because English and Arabic have huge differences in grammar.
Many young Arab students encounter difficulties with the function and usage of the verbs be, do, and
have because there are no equivalent verbs in Arabic. These verbs are crucial to understand, as they play a great
role in forming tenses, questions, and negatives in English grammar. Comprehending these verbs is thus
essential for accuracy and fluency in speaking and writing. In addition, the present perfect tense is another
troublesome area for many young Arab students because it expresses past events with reference to the present.
Many young Arab students become confused when choosing between the past and the present perfect, since the
latter has no counterpart in Arabic.
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This study aimed to help young Arab students use the verbs be, do, and have as well as the present
perfect accurately and meaningfully. In other words, the researcher‟s technique aims to teach these rules as a
skill set rather than as rules to be memorized based on form, meaning, and usage and relate them to students‟
communicative needs and experiences in real-life situations.
To clarify the function and usage of the verbs be, do, and have, the researcher uses the human body,
which is easy for young learners to recognize. Head always means the main part of the body, which corresponds
with the main verb be. Hands are the part of the body that are used most in daily life, so these represent the
present and past tense. The deflated balloons in the right hand of the figure in Figure 1 represent the past tense,
whereas those in the left hand stand for the present tense. Moreover, each balloon in the left hand matches with
the right conjugation in the balloons in the right hand by using the same color to avoid confusion. Legs, which
are used less than hands, are represented by been and being, which are used less in daily life (i.e., more
complicated sentences).
Therefore, this can be applied to identifying the whole family of any verb in one simple figure.
Moreover, using such an illustration clarifies the whole picture of the verb‟s family to students and makes it
easy to imagine. This is similar to a jigsaw: if the whole picture is clear in a student‟s mind, then it is easy for
him or her to put the right pieces in the right places.
Moreover, figure 2 are designed to illustrate and clarify the functions of the three verbs. They show that
these particular verbs function either as a full verb or as an auxiliary verb in a sentence. Additionally, the
presented tables provide more details about the function of these verbs when they are associated with a specific
pronoun or a specific tense.
As for the present perfect, to enhance comprehension all tenses are linked together so learners can
better imagine the sequence of time. This method can also be applied to the past and future tenses.
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